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INTRODUCTION 

In the summer or 1983, the MAC and Mark-II collaborations g a v c evidence 
for bot tom hadron lifetimes or 1-2 ps* baaed or. data accumulated a t the PEP 
e + e ~ stci-age ring at SLAC. The importance and fundamental nature of 'his 
measurement* prompted the MAC collaboration to propose, in au tumn i983, the 
addition of a high precision vertex chamber to the MAC detector. The design 
utilized thin walled cylindrical drift tubes made of aluminized myla^. The device 
was installed in autumn 1984, immediately provided useful datf», and continued 
to operate until March, 1986, when MAC data taking ccas'-J. It has achieved 
the highest spatial resolution - 3 5 / i m - of any drift chamber used a t colliders for 
physics results. In this paper, wo describe the research and development of this 
chamber, its performance, and the B-lifetimc result obtained with it. 

The success of this chamber has helped convince many collaborations, in
cluding the Mark-Ill at SPEAR, CLEO at CESR, the upgraded T P C at PEP, 
AMY at TRISTAN, and J E T S E T at LEAR to build or propose similar devices. 
Indeed several features of this type of chamber are well matched to the probable 
conditions a t the ELOISATRON or SSC: the small cell size is suited to the high 
rate and dense tracking environment anticipated; the simplicity and ruggedness 
makes a system of 10 5 channels credible. It should be noted that the MAC ver
tex chamber has operated only 4.6 cm from colliding beams, and has suffered no 
degradation due to radiation damage; this augurs well for survival in the more 
extreme conditions or the ELOISATRON or SSC. 

Motivations and Strategy 
Our initial motivation for using the thin walled mylar l u b e s ' 0 [oftrn referred 

to as 's traws' because they are made in a spiral wrap, much like paper drinking 
straws) was simplicity and robustness. Problems of field wires And drift field 
mapping are eliminated. If a sense wire breaks, it is physically and electronically 
isolated from the other sense wires, 60 does not harm the rest of the chamber. 
However, there are other advantages to the use of straws. We have obtained 
20fim spatial resolution in beam tests with them, and 35/im in our vertex cham
ber in ii6e for physics results. Their small sizi: is not only useful for the high 
rate environment, but aids pattern recognition in the dense regions of mtiltitrack 
events. Their large, flat cathode makes straws less susceptible to somp ills of 
radiation damage, including whisker growth and cathode coating. 

Our Monte Carlo studies T indicated that the spacing of ionization clusters, 
and not diffusion, dominates the spatial resolution for drift distances as short 
as those in straws. This is in contrast to jet type cells, and indicated that the 
best strategy for high spatial resolution is to trigger the timing discriminator at 
the least possible ionization, instead of using the centroid in time of ionization 
arriving at the sense wire. To achieve a low threshold, w« decided to operate the 
chamber at the highest possible gas gain, even in the 'self quenching streamer' 
mode if possible. We also decided to operate the chamber at high pressure, t.i 
reduce the spacing between ionization clusters. 

Of course, a disadvantage of high gas gain is that the chamber might age 
quickly from beam-related radiation. We carefully designed our shielding and 
avoided this problem. Other disadvantages or straw chambers nclude: )) the 
drift region close to the wire makes up a larger fraction of the active region 
than in ipt ivn» rpllsr this region can, but by no means must, hiive poor spatial 
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resolution; 2) high gas gain is not linear with ionization, possibly impeding dE/dx 
measurements; 3) the radial drift field makes muvttMt resolution difficult; 4) 
the matter in the straw walls causes photon conversion and multiple coulomb 
scattering; and 5) very long straws are bard to keep straight. None if these 
disadvantages appear insurmountable. 

We look great care in the machining of the endplates and the placement 
of our sense wires, but our strategy was always to survey the positions ot the 
wires in situ with tracks from Bhabha scattering events. This has proved very 
successful. We have established the wire positions to 10 jim in thin manner. 

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND DESIGN 

Gas Gain 
Using, a test straw of 6.9 mm diameter and 20 //m sense wire, we discovered 

that the aluminifced mylar walls were photosensitive. Light from an incandescent 
bulb was shone on the straw wall, and caused ejection of photoclcctrons, which 
we then used for the study of gas gain. Batlistoni et at. have observed similar 
behavior in aluminum-walled streamer tubes? Wc observed that the efficiency 
of tiic cathode for photoconvcrsion was highly dependent on the history of the 
straw; higher efficiencies could be induced by several seconds of high voltage 
discharge in the straw, 

We noticed that signals from the large amount of primary ionization from 
the 5.9 keV X-ray of an Fe 5 5 source never went through the characteristic 'jump' 
from proportional to streamer mode. It is possible that electrostatic saturation 
limited the gain. In contrast, the signals from single electrons did go through 
the characteristic jump, as shown in Figure ]- In the streamer mod- single 
electron pulses were nearly as large as those from 5.0 keV X-rays. '. 'ie sta
ble streamer 'plateau' for single electrons lasted for 500 V in 4 atm absolute 
50% Argon-50% Ethane. Wc found similar behavior in two gas mixture? with 
no organic additives: 49.5?E Argon-4ft.5% CO2-1.0% CH«, with a 200 V plateau; 
and 50% Argon-40% COi-10% Xenon, with a very nice 900 V plateau. The lim
iting behavior at the high end of the plateau WAS photoelectric feedback from the 
cathode. Stable, large pulses from single electrons have been achieved in Magic 
Gis* where the addition of frcon suppresses feedback from the cathode; similar 
gas gains have been achieved in Dimethylether? 

Operation at high voltages where single electrons produce streamers would 
h;ad to the best spatial resolution for short drift distances, as discussed in the 
previous section. The noise requirements on the preamplifiers would not be 
stringent. 

Radiation Damage 
The primary obstacle to operation at high ga» gain near colliding beamn 

is damage induced by background radiation, We conducted studies of radiation 
damage in a test apparatus as similar as possible to our proposed vertex chamber. 
In particular, w e conducted the tests at 4 atm absolute pressure, and did not 
circulate the gas; plastics such as teflon, PVC, and cpoxy were used in the test 
vessel. More details of our lests appear in Ref. (10). 

We found a variety of Argon-Hydrocarbon mixtures, including 50% Argon-
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BO"'! Argon- S0'7i EUIJ.H« at 4 l ira. ibunUi t , with a 'JC (jin «ni.r mrf ami 
a draw <if r<v!iu« fi Qnitn. Th* ligjinl from F»*" X-nv« in-vrf udil»r»»nt ihf 
characlrriMir 'jump' inlu t l i tmicr moJr, but llip Mi^h' rlrttmn nigna) ilnl 

M96 CjIU, 70% Argon-30% C4H10, and 49.5% ATgoivlO.ft1'; CjHh-1.0"* 11; UWvA 
reliably and repeatedly at 0.05 C/cm of accumulated charge. The straw would p.o 
into continuous discharge; replacement of the anode wire restored performaitc.)', 
clearly indicating anode damage. We opted not to add alcohol, as this damaged 
the glue in the straw. 

We decided that 0.05 C/cm was unacceptable, so we turned ir> ,i nou-org-tnic 
quencher, COj. 50% Argon- $0% COj showed no anode damage; in fan, Mndi 
or the Fc 5 S X-ray spectrum indicated the anode wire herame rlraner up lo 0 Vh 
C/tm accumulated charge. However, the straw failed at 0.25 C/rm acruinuh.tr->! 
charge due to disappearance of aluminum on thn cathode. We hypothesised 
that positively charged COj fragments attacked the cathode. We added a small 
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Spatial Resolution: A - t 2 - ^(ti + t 3 ) 

Drift Velocity v ~ 50 £tm/ns 

fipnK £ SLraw AmnBemfnl in TMI Ueam, Eke iron* and pions from were uipplicd 
in tht SLAO Itc«\tcti Vwd v ii tlir drift velocity, which w a typically 
a urn'tarn S0#jnt/nc for th* Argon-Hydrotarbon (»*«* u«ed. The spatial 
rTMilwiioi), CH , w.w dtierniiurri from the drift limei in the first three ilrawi. 
Tdr fourth, pi.-iggrrrf) Miuw wu uneful for determining (he time to distance 

amount of CH4 hoping charge transfer would occur, and that CH4 species would 
cause less damage to the cathode. Only a slight Improvement was observed; 
we settled on 49.5% Argon-49.5% CO2-1.0% CH4 as our operating gas. Use of 
Xenon rather than CII< led to a similar slight improvement in lifetime. 

The aluminum layer on our mylar had a surface resistivity of 0.80/square, 
indicating & thickness of s 30 nm. A thicker lay** or aluminum, or use of a 
different metal, may extend the liftime or straws. 

Beam Test 
We conducted a beam Unit* to determine the resolutions possible with a drifl 

chamber made of straws. A variety of high voltages, discriminator thresholds. 
gases, and pressures were used. An unseparated beam of SGeV/c electrons and 
pions in the SLAC' Research Yard was used. Pour strawn were arranged as shown 
in Figure 2. The simple geometry allowed a straightforward and systematic free 
determination of the spatial resolution. The spatial resolution as a function of 
drift distance is given in Figure 3, for a variety of discriminator thresholds. In 
the streamer mode at 4 kV, the spatial resolution was an average of 25 ftm, and 
did not degrade near the sense wire. The data agree quite well with Monte-Carlo 
calculation. FigU'e 4 shews the spatial resolution measured for a variety of high 
voltages and gas pressures. Based on these test beam results, one sees that straws 
obtain spatial resolutions in the 25 urn regime. 
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Design 

Radiation Shielding. At the beginning of PEP operation, the MAC detector 
ran for a short time with a 3.15 cm radius beam pipe, and minimal shielding 
was employed. From this experience, we deduced that the primary radiation 
background came from off-energy electrons that were orerfocusscd by the Mow-
beta' quadrupoles into the beam pipe and tracking chamber. Another important 
background source was synchrotron radiation, both from the 'soft bend' dipole 
and the low-beta quad. 

We designed a close-in collimator to suppress thes> backgrounds. The col
limator was a tantalum annutas of 2.S cm inner radius and CM' cm thickness, 
placed 60 cm from the interaction-region. Shielding of hcavimut. a sintered tung
sten material, surrounded the collimator to absorb electromagnetic showers. The 
location and dimensions of the collimator were chosen to allow sufficient room Tor 
this shielding, and to shield the vertex chamber from direct particle and photon 
trajectories from the soft bend and low-beta quad magnets. Figure 5 shows the 
shielding and these trajectories. A 75 Jim titanium liner, placed inside the heam-
pipe to attenuate the « lOkeV fluorescence of tantalum by a factor of = 30, 
completed the shielding. 

Argon-Elhone 50:50 
P=4otm 
o 3.7kV;<lel 
* 3.7 kV s-3el 
• 4 kV{< I el 
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Figure 4 Spatial Rnolutfon b Tut Be»pi For a Variety of High Voltage*! PtMsoref, 
and Diicriminator Thresholds. 

The heavimet occluded A* tow angle election veto counters previously in
stalled for the MAC search for e*e~ -» T + weaHy interacting portic/e*!' To 
maintain this search, an annulus of BGO was placed between the heavimet and 
interaction region. The dense BGO was read out with compact photodiades}3 

a well matched combination for such a cramped situation. This was the first 
application of this technology in an operating colliding beam experiment. 

Beampioe and Pressure Vessel. The beampipe was 0.11 cm thick beryllium, 
brazed tc aluminum tubes at its ends. The aluminum tubes were in turn welded 
to the pressure vessel cndplates, which were an explosion welded bimetal of alu
minum and stainless steel. The remainder of the pipe was stainless steel. The 
outer wall of the pressure vessel was a 2.54 mm aluminum tube, also welded to the 
bimetal endplates. The outer wall carried the mechanical load of the beampipe 
and shielding. I-beams place vertically above and below the be&mptpe carried 
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h«avim« ihfclding protected ihr »*rt«t< ch*mb«r front orT-axit electron*, and 
ofl-tnergy electron* ovcrfocuurd ty the ntwby low. beta quadrupotr*. The 
collimator) il»e> phadowed the vertt* chamber front direct tynehrotrnn radia
tion from the *olt bend and ]ow<t>rta quad, Tlir titanium liner ibnor'ird ilie 
e» 10IffV fluorescence from the tanUlurn. The remaining background were 
RJ 25keV ijrcli.otron light from tin low-lieu quad, that wo* ncaiicrrd ofl 
the tititatum. 

the bad on either side of the vessel. 
The pressure vessel was distinct from the vertex chamber. The coaxial signal 

cables frotn the chamber were potted in cpoxy plugs that were captured in the 
endplates and sealed with O-rings. 

Chamber. The straws were strung on & spool that consisted of n 0.O7C cm 
thick, extruded beryllium tube, to which 1.6 cm thirk aluminum cndplates were 
glued. Holes were precision reamed in these endpiatfss to accept the endplugs of 
the straws. The cndplate layout is shown iti Figure 6. There are six radial straw-
layers, arranged in three pairs. The inner layer of each pair is close packed in 
azimuth. The outer layer contains the same number of straws as the inner, but .s 
staggered one half cell in azimuth. The stagger resolves the left-right ambiguity 
in the straws. 

The straws themselves had an inner diameter of 6.9 mm. The wall consisted 
of a double wrap of 50^m mylar, each layer coated on one side with O.B'Vsquare. 
surface resistivity aluminum. The conductive layers faced m>vard and outward. 
The pitch angle of the spiral wraps was 28°. 

The end-fitting design is shown in Figure 1. A.n aluminum collar was glued 
with conductive epoxy to the straw inner face, trapping a Delrin (ucctal) plastic 
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fijurc C Spool Knriplite Layout, Showing Placement of Slriws in Radius and Az
imuth. 

plug. The plug performed several functions. First, it insulated the high voltage 
on the sense wire from the ground of the endplate and straws. For this reason, 
virgin Delrin, Delrin that was not reformed from old pieces, was used, to avoid 
cracks and crevices that lead to high voltage breakdown. Considerable trial 
and error lead to the shape of the plug inside the straw, in order to avoid edge 
breakdown at extremely high voltages. Second, the plug provided a means to 
apply tension once the straw Was mounted between the endplates. The threaded 
tip of th« plug allowed a. nut to apply tension when tightened. Third, the plug 
provided a scat for the feedthrough that held and positioned the sense wire. Last, 
the plug provided a conduit for gas flow through the straw, via two channels cut 
lengthwise on its outer radius. The 30 fan gold-tungsten sense wire was threaded 
through the 100fun hole of a tempered stainless steel tube, or feed through, 
which was crimped to capture the wire. 

Signal Processing. Figure S shows the electronic layout of the vertex cham
ber and associated electronics. The sense wires were operated at positive high 
voltage, and one end was terminated through a standoff capacitor and a resistor. 
The other end was connected to 19 meters of RG17&B, a 730, teflon insulated, 
miniature coaxial cable. This coaxial cable provided high voltage, and carried 
signals ic preamps that were located away from the detector. 

We used the LABEN 5242 preamplifier, a hybrid optimized for fast rise time 
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Ftfurt 7 Etid-fitling Officii to', Straws. See text for more detail*. The coll.u-ront.iclnl 
the rndplatc on un« end of (be itrtw; on the other, lb* «piinK maHe electricd 
contact. 

and low noise. In retrospect, this preamp was better matched to sourc"s with 
impedance higher than our signal cables. 

Our discriminator circuit utilized the Plessey SP968? dual comparator. Each 
discrimator channel used two comparators, one set to a lo* threshold, and one 
high, as shown in Figure 9. The discriminator output was fed to our tiinc-
to-volthge converter*, or TVC's. These circuits demonstrated < 300;)/; timing 
resolution in bench testa. 

Gas System. The j;as system was designed to maintain constant density in 
the chamber while allowing gits (low. Figure 10 shows the gas circuit of tin- final 
design. The gas pressure was maintained by mechanical regulators, These proved 
quite reliable, but were sensitive to ambient thermal variations, necessitating 
thcroial isolation. Flow was maintained by a vacuum pump on ihi: output of 
the system, which eliminated variation from atmospheric pressure fluctuation. 
The temperature of the ehamb&r was maintained nearly constant by the cooling 
system of our solenoid; no effect of Seating from the beam was otawrvrd. 

This system maintained the gas density constant with an rms density of 
0,8% over one week. The rms variation of the time to distano: relationship 
contributed by this wt.s & maximum of only 14 ̂ m, at the straw wall An clccti ical 
control system would seize control of the pressure if the density wardered outride 
±0.75%; this only occurred once in the operation of the chamber. Adjustment of 
the mechanical regulators for long term drift was road* several times per week 
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Fifure iS Electronic Layout of the Vertex Chamber. Strawi are terminated in Approxi
mately tkeir characteristic invpeiatire i t o e e Midi signals gc lww* tlje i t n w ' t 
other end, through 1» meters of coaxial c » M t i to the preamplifier*, then to 
the discriminators and finally the T V C (limfc t o voltage) drift limn measuring 
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Fipure 9 Principle of Difcrimator Circuit. The low level output was delayed, so typ
ically Ihcy reached the AND gate after tltr high level. Hence, the low level 
cotnparator controlled l i t timing of the output, but small pulaes that did 
not fire the high level comparator were imppreased. 
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Figure 10 G u System Circuit, Preimrited gas from cylinder* finwed through Poly-
Flo tubing to the vertex chamber, then back through a test chamber and 
• vacuum pump, which vented lo the atmosphere. Absolute pressure wan 
maintained by a pair of mechanic*! regulator* on the cylinder output, and a 
needle valveon the output controlled the Sow rate. Pressure and temperature 
were monitored is the vertex chamber (VC); if the density in the chamber 
drilled outside limits an electrical circuit could regulate the dentity via the 
solenoid valves. 
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VERTEX CHAMBER 

Vertex Chamber PerformairiLCje 

Electronics. Refer to Figure 8 for the electronic layout of the vrrtex chamber 
and associated electronics. The electrical ground of the vertex chamber was 
insulated from the ground formed by the PEP beam pipe, to suppress pickup 
from the image currents of the beam itself. No pickup from this Eource was 
observed at the level of white noise from the preamplifiers. However, the long 
signal cables between th« chamber and the preamplifiers pioved susceptible to 
electromagnetic interference in the 1-100 MHz regime. Their susceptibility was 
reduced substantially by isolating both their center conductor and shield with 
1-10 Mfl resistors from the high voltage supply cables. The dominant source 
of interference was the system for measuring drift times in the vertex chamber 
(VC), the time to voltage converters (TVCs). Moving these from 10 meters to 
30 meters from the preamplifiers reduced the total pickup to approximately the 
level of the white noise of the preamps. 

The long cables limited the 10-90% rise time at their output to 4 ns, and at
tenuated signals from the chamber by 15%. The output slew rate of the preamps 
was 90 mV/ns, yielding a 10-90% rise time of 8.0 ns for pulses from Fe 5 5 sources 
in the chamber. The white noise of the preamps was 2.0 fC at their input with 
cables attached, 0.6 fC without. The low level of our discriminators was set at 6 
fC input to the preamps, which corresponded to 30 mV at their output. Slewing 
and noise contributed less than 0.15 ns to our timing resolution. 

TVC channels were calibrated with a CAMAC controlled delay generator. 
The delayed calibration pulse was injected at the preamplifier input, into half 
the channels at a time. For each channel, the delay was fit as a quadratic function 
of the voltage output from the TVC. The non-linearity contributed only 0.5% to 
the calibration. This calibration was performed B times over the 17 months of 
data taking. 

The channel by channel pedestals had a standard deviation of 15 HB; this 
was governed by the variability of a CMOS switch in the TVC circuit. Over the 
data taking period these pedestals were stable to 1.3 ns. The slope term in the 
quadratic fit was far more reproducible from channel to channel, varying only 
1.3%-, this was governed by one resistor and one charging capacitor. The drift 
was only 0,S% in these slopes. Figure 11 shows the actual distributions of the 
offsets and slopes. 

The calibration reproduced input delays to better th&n 0.5 TI». During data 
taking, four spare channels were fed fixed delays; these indicated that the system 
achieved a timing resolution over a typical two hour data taking run of 250 ps. 

The combined effect of l)slcwjng in the signal cables; 2]noise in the preampli
fiers; and 3)resolution of the TVC system produces a timing resolution of < 3DQ 
ps. The maximum drift velocity in the vertex chamber itself was 100^m/ns. 
Therefore the degradation in spatial resolution from purely electronic sources 
was < 30 fim. 

Operating Point. The high voltage and threshold at which the chamber was 
operated was a compromise hetween spatial resolution and radiation damage 
considerations. As discussed in earlier, for the short drift distances in our cells, 
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Fifvrt 11 Filttd constants in the TVC system. The lop pints are disirilxilions of the 
liming pedestals and slopes. The bottom plots give the variability of theie 
constant! over the 8 rccatibr&tions done during the 17 months of data taking. 

triggering on the first arriving electron was desirable. The observed charge For 
various high voltages appears in Figure 12. At 3900 V, OUT threshold of 6 fC 
was very near the most probable signal for a single electron. Synchrotron X-rays 
were the dominant source of current drawn in the chamber. Approximately two 
random hits per beam crossing occurred in the chamber, causing a current of 3-5 
hA/cm to be drawn in the innermost layer, for a high voltage of 3900 V. Higher 
voltages put the chamher in danger of accumulating more than 0.2 C/cm charge 
in the innermost layer, so we operated at 390C V. In retrospect, we were slightly 
conservative; the innermost layer accumulated only 0.03 C/cm over the ei.tire 
data taking period. 

The two random hits per beam crossing interfered in no way with our track 
finding procedure. Electronic cross talk did not limit our ability to maintain a 
low threshold: studies with Bhabha events indicated that electronic cross talk 
produced < 0.1% of the hits in five of the six layers. However, knock-on electrons 
did produce hits in the cells immediately neighboring a ceil penetrated by a track 
1-2% of the time-

Off-line calibrations 
We performed off-line calibrations of wire positions, drift timing constants. 
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low S iC where amplifier ooiic btgtai to dominai*. The t u mixture « u 
«.S5£ Argon, 49.6$SCOj, I.O&Cff̂ , at en abeolute erceeure «f 4 Mm. 

the time to distance relationship, and drifts in these quantities. Bhabha scat
tering events proved very useful for this purpose due to their Biaple topology. 
The use of Bhabha scattering events is by no means mandatory. Any sample of 
tracks free of bias from pattern recognition could have been utilised. Bias can 
occur, for example, in dense regions of multihadron events, when two tracks pass 
through the same cell but only one is recorded. 

Our calibration techniques require existing programs to link hits into tracks 
and to fit the track parameters. The programs used to do his are described in 
and reference (13). 

Global Alignment. For a description of our tracking parameterization, see 
the appendix. The VC measured only the three parameters that describe the 
track in the x-y plane. Of these three, only two were well measured, & w and 
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Fig-uT'. is Drift of Clobil Alignment Parameter*- The global alignment c>f the VC 
relative to the CD was done 13 time* during the 17 months of data taking. 
TVs drift nf the two triftilation pu*m«ten arc ihuwn in the upper plt)t«, 
and the drill of the rflilive uimuih in the lower. The alignment wu sL.it.lr 
to 10 fim. 

4>ovc- Our existing central drift (CD) chamber extended from 12 cm to 45 cm in 
radius, and had stereo layers, so it measured all five helix parameters. Systematic 
comparison of iow and <Jov< with £QCJ and 4>0cd as a function of 4>Qe&, 0, ar.d zg 
allowed determination of the five relevant parameters that describe the relative 
global orientation of the VC and the central drift chamber. 

These five parameter* were measured 13 times over the course of data taking. 
Figure 13 shows the stability of tfle three most important over these measure
ments. The horizontal and vertical translations were stable to 10 pm. 

Time to Distance Calibration. The gas used in the vertex chamber, 49.5% Argon, 49.5? 
has a drift velocity approximately proportional to the applied electric Held. In 
a cylindrical geometry, this implies the drift distance r and the drift time ' are 
related by r ** y/i. This simpie relationship provided an initial guess for our time 
to distance function. 

We improved the initial guess with the following procedure. Tracks in Fhabha 
scattering events with 4-9 hits in theVC and 7-ltiout of 10 possible hits ir. the CD 
were chosen, A VC hit waseliminated, and the remaining VC and CD hits were 
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Figure H Time to Distance Relationship. The drill time ii that measured in a cell 
of th* VC, t m . . i , . The drift distinct is obtained by dropping that tell from 
the track fit, then predicting th< drift distance in the mining cell. In this 
manner the cell1* 'pull' in the trade fit is avoided. A fit i* made to data like 
that Above to obtain the functional lime to distance relationship. 

used in a new track fit. This new fit was used to predict the drift distance, rp,ti, in 
the eliminated VC cell. Errors in the initial time to distance relationship tend to 
cancel in r p I ( i . We give a scatter plot of rprli as a function of the measured drift 
time, („,„, in in Figure 14. The j - p , e j ac \/tmtat character is evident. We fit data 
such as that in Figure 14 to obtain the improved time to distance relationship, 
r((), or its inverse, t[r). Fitting rfrti as a function of t m e a t or vice versa yield 
systematically different results for short drift distances, because no drift distances 
are defined as negative. Furthermore, the large slope of t/i near t m t a i = 0 makes 
fitting r m i as a function of t m t a , difficult. Fitting t m t u as a function of rprrli 

pioved to require fewer parameters and converged more easily. Cubic splines 
or orthogonal polynomials were used as fitting functions. The time to distance 
relationship converged to within 10 fim after one iteration of improvement. The 
relationship was evaluated five times over MAC data taking, usunlly after slight 
changes in gas mixture. 

To account for drifts in timing, p.ss density, and electronics, run by run 
corrections were applied to the time to distance relationship. A typical run 
VasVed 90 minutes and yielded 100 Bhabha scattering events jor calibration. The 
drift time Actually used in the time to distance relationship, t, was computed 
from 

' = 'Off + £rrtm.iai 

where tc,r and arr are the run by run timing offset and Elope. These are found 
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Wire Positions 
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Figure 15 Sense Wire Positions- The histogram ua the left gives the wire offsets in 
aiimuth as obtaineil in the channel t>y channel calibration. The accuracy 
of wire placement was controlled by the aiie of the hole in the crimp pins 
that capture the sense wire, and the pins' tendency to bend alightly. This 
calibration was repeated 13 times; the huto^ram on the left if t!i* tt.indird 
deviation or each wire's offsets among the 1J calibrations It indicates th.il 
the calibration procedure found the wire positions to KS 10^m accuracy. 

using a procedure very similar to that used to extract the time to distance rela
tionship- Typically to,, could be measured to an accuracy of .2 ns and s„ to 1 %. 
(Orr remained stable for weeks, then would suddenly shift, usually due to a powvr 
failure or changes in PEP timing. The slope term was very stable, reflecting the 
stability of the gas density. 

Channel by Channel Calibration. The timing constants and physical posi
tions of each cell were calibrated offline. The procedure was similar to that used 
to obtain the time to distance calibration. The residuals Sr — r ^ j - T[tmta,) 
and £' = '(fpred) — Uncat were fit for each cell with four constants: 

1. An offset in time, to. 
2. An offset in distance, in the aztmuthal direction, d^. 
3. A slope in time, s. 
4. A tilt in z, the social direction. 

do and to effect 6r with opposite signs on opposite sides of the sense • ire. In 
a typical calibration, 100 runs were used, corresponding to 6 p b _ 1 of integrated 
luminosity. This yielded approximately 150 residuals in each of tru; 324 cells. The 
largest correction was do, appearing in Figure IS. The calibration was performed 
13 times. The standard deviations of do for each cell over the 13 measurements 
also appear in Figure 15, indicating a reproducibility of 10 /jm. 

The channel by channel calibrations were made in a single pass through 
Bhabha scattering data. The improvement in spatial resolution due to the cali
bration was then immediately known via the multivariate analog of the relation-
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Talle 1 Contribution! of Survey Terms. These art the contributions *o the ufleor-
r«<£<f spatial resolution that may be attributed to the various survey correc
tions. The tilt in z indicates 3 deviation of the ends of the tenee wire9 from 
tVi«w av-cr&gt petition of 36 pm. 

Correction Contribution (/*m) 

(0 45 

4> 49 

„•* 20 

tilt in z 11 

ship: 

•=] i = l 

Use of orthogonal polynomials as fitting functions allowed straightforward isola
tion of the contribution of the various constants. Table I Rives the importance 
of each of the constants. 

The miscalibration of a channel in the vertex chamber 'pulls' the track pA and 
therefore can induce an apparent misralibration in of channels in other layers. 
This coupling was not explicitly accounted for in our calibration procedure. Tnc 
offsets in azimuth between layers tend to reduce the importance of this effect. 
Further, when we iterated the calibration procedure we found the constants to 
converge within one iteration to 1C /im of their value after three iterations. 

Certain correlations between distant cells were fou.id to occur. For example, 
the initial channel:-.' channel calibration resulted in a slight uniform translation 
of alt cells by an enual distance in the azimuthal direction. This created the 
appearance that the tracks in Bhabha scattering events were tangent to a cir
cle centered on the geometric center of the chamber. The effect was eliminated 
by constraint of the two tracks in a Bhabha event to have equal but opposite 
distances of closest approach to the geometric center of the chamber. This con
straint was made only for the track fits used to determine the calibration con
stants. Similar distortions in the mean acollinearity and momentum difference 
were observed and suppressed. In general, correlations between distant cells aTe 
not necessarily well constrained in ov,r cell by cell calibration procedure. How
ever, spurious correlations are easily removed by constrained fitting of tracks, or 
by constraint of the final survey constants. 

Pattern Recognition 

Algorithm. Track segments were oLtained by independent pattern recogni
tion programs in the CD and the VC. The CD algorithm was complex, due to the 
presence or stereo layers and non-negligible track curvature!3 The- VC algorithm 
was simpler, because tracks are approximately straight lines in the VC. 
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TabU £ Vtrtcx Clumber Efficiency. 

Events VC Efficiency 

Bhabhas 0.994 ± 0.001 

Taus 0.932 ± 0.003 

Multihadrons 0.939 ± 0.001 

We regard the six layers of the VC as three double layers for the first step 
of pattern recognition. Because of the overlapping, regular geometry of the VC 
double layers, the drift distances ri and ri for hits produced by a radial track 
are related by: 

n + -=*n e= r 0 [3.1) 
Hi 

Here R\_ is the radius of layer 1 or the double layer, Rj that of l.iyei 2, and ro 
the straw radius. Pairs of hits in double layers were associated if they met [3.1] 
within 200 fim. Random associations were thereby suppressed, with little loss of 
real tracks. Most loss of real tracks occurred for very low momentum tracks or 
tracks from very long lived species, such as A'°s And As. The ambiguity of which 
side of the sense wire the track passed is resolved by |3.l| in most cases. 

Associated pairs in the three double layers were then linked based &n their 
agreement in azimuth, A straight line fit was made to the resulting set of hits and 
drift distances. The straight lines found in the VC were then compared tn and 
matched with tracks found in the CD. Unmatched CD tracks were extrapolated 
into the VC and a starch made for VC hits. A weighted, least squares fit was 
performed to both the VC and CD hits and drift distances. VC hils were assigned 
weights based on the measured resolution as a f jnction of drift distance (Figure 
19). Multiple scattering was accounted for by allowing partially constrained kinks 
at the beam pipe, the boundary between the VC and CD, and at fixed locations 
within the chambers. A final search was mode For hits along the track fit, and 
.1% of the VC and CD hits were dropped due to large residuals. 

Considerable effort was expended scanning graphical representations of events 
and interrogating the pattern recognition programs to tune its decisions. After 
some optimization of cuts, insults at least as good as those from scanning were 
achieved. 

Efficiency. Since the CD and VC are in one sense redundant devices, it was 
possible to measure the efficiency of the VC by using a sample or tracks well 
measured in the CD. Sources of inefficiency include dead cells, overlap of particle 
trajectories, and inadequacy of the track finding algorithm for particles with low 
momentum or very large impact parameter. 

We define well measured tracks in the CD by four requirements: l)ten hits 
from the CD must be linked to the track, 2 ) ^ ^ < 5 cm., 3)0 < 20°, and 4)x = 
y/2\2 ~ y/'inj) - \ < 4. Table 2 gives the efficiency for well measured CD Hacks 
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.Figure IB Effect ol Trade Overlap on VC Efficiency. 

to link to > 3 VC hits. The Bhabha efficiency was determined from 2pb '• of 
integrated luminosity, Uu lepton and caullihadron efficiencias from 94 pb" 1 . 

Track overlap was a source of inefficiency in the VC in multihadron events. 
If two i w k s were separated by less than the diameter of a straw, 6.9mm, they 
could leave only one Sit in a layer of the YC. The staggering oi VC layers usually 
prevented this phenomenon from happening in every layer. Double-hit electron
ics probably could not eliminate it, because the drift field for straws is radial, 
i'igure 16 shows the efficiency for well measured CD tracks to link to > 3 VC hits 
as a function of VC track separation. The VC track separation is the minimum 
distance in the azimuthal direction from the well measured track to the nearest 
CD track, wunin the VC boundary. The efficiency was near 5D% for small sep
aration, indicating one track of the overlapping pair was found in the VC. for 
large separations, the efficiency was better than 96%. 

The VC track finding algorithm was most cfikiimt for straight tracks coming 
from the beam centToid. The efficiency for CD tracks with VC trp-ek separation 
greater than one straw diameter is shown versus momentum in i'igure 17. The 
efficiency was > 90% above ^00MeV/e, Tracks softer than 500MeV/e had an 
error in impact parameter due to multiple scattering in the beam pipe equal 
to their error due to chamber resolution. Since the multiple ecattering error 
scales as 1/JJ, tracks with p < 200MeV/c contribute little information to lifetime 
measurements. Figure 1? also exhibits the efficiency for the same tracks versus 
impact parameter itself. Typical impact parameters of particles from B-mea^n 
decay are 300 jim, and the VC efficiency is flat and > W% to some ten times this 
value, 3 nun. We conclude trut linking efficiency effects lifetime measurements 
very little. 

We!) measured tracks in the VC can be used to measure the efficiency of the 
CD. Defining a well mcfttured track as one with &bt hits in the VC, 0.932 ±0.001 
are matched with tracks having six or more hits in the CD, and 0.798 ± 0.001 
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figure J 7 VC Efficiency fur Various Momenta and Impact Parameter*. 
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FijvTt 38 VC Ruidu&U. The liit wu renwvrcf from the track fit In thene data-. ReiiJ-
u»U for aH drift Jistincsi tie on the left, wliere the fitted e» u«i*n hw 
u = AS fin v, On the right, only data from dutancti > 0.15 em; the fitted 
gansiian l m » » 38 pm. As diecuviid in the text, tlitie data overestimate 
the epaii*J refutation of the chamber. 

are matched to tracks having seven hits or mere. 

Observed Resolutions 
Spatial resolutions were measured using residuals from the track fit. If the 

VC hit used to measure the residual is left in the track fit, the resulting residual 
distribution is systematically narrower than the true rcsid'ial distribution, due 
to the pull of th« hit in the fit!* Conversed if the hit is removed from the fit the 
distribution « witter then the true distribution, due to interpolation error in the 
track fit. The size of the bias is almost equal in these two cases, hut opposite in 
sign. Figure i s displays the residuals from Bhabha scattering events, where VC 
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Fifurt 19 VC Spatial RMolution. The fitted c of the reiidual distribution u •hewn 
u a function of drift distance. Both cuct of hit left In the tr«ek fit and 
removed are itaown. The true a ii approximately half way between these two 
extremes. 

hits were removed from the fit. The non-gaussian tails arise from the variation 
or resolution with drift distance, The resolution as a function of drift distance 
is shown in Figure Id. a as a function of drift distance both for the hit left in 
the fit, and removed. For moBt drift distances, the resolution is 35 fim. Near 
the wire the resolution degrades, most probably due to the dispersion in pulse 
heights in our gas mixture, which is underquenched. Estimates of degradation 
du« to spacing of ionization clusters, and duo to timing resolution, indicate that 
these do not provide the degradation of resolution near the wire. The mean 
resolution is 45 (im. 

The figure of merit for lifetime measurements Is oVt the resolution in extrap
olated distance of closest approach to the geometric center of the chamber. a9 

depends on the position resolutions of both the VC and the CD, the radii of 
their sense wires, and the amount of matter that causes multiple scattering in 
the beam pipe: 

<»:« £(1. + rfW + if«) + £ [3.2] 

The first term arises from the non-zero measurement resolution in the drift cham
bers, the second from multiple coulomb scattering. Here /i(«) and fj[x) repre
sent the errors in extrapolation due to the sltpc and curvature in the fit, and are 
polynomials of order 1 and 2 respectively: 

/ . ( * )= * 
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Figure m 'Mi«a' <tutt*><« in BhabK* Scattering Event*. These d»U «how the nm or 
the £g« fart the two Iraki In Bh«bh» event*. On the left, the momenu 
were allowed to vary in lb* track fit. The distribution is very gaussian, with 
a = 124/Jtn. On the right, tie track moment* were con*trained to beam 
energy, and the distribution narrowed to o = 74 pm. This indicates the 
importance of the term arising from track curvature m [3.2]. 

/at*} -
x<i + 7lr« + 1 
fir + 7?r + 2 

p, the dimensionless mean extrapolation distance, is p s r/<7-; given the radii 
{ r i , . . . , r ^ / } of the sensing layers, and their Bpatial resolutions { o i , - . . ,OJJ} , 

_ 3 N 

1 9 .=1 °« 
i. l f 1 =! " 

*•*?:>--j" (7* 
1=1 • 

and 7j r and 7j r arc the coefficients of skew and cuitosis defined in analogy 
with aT. For the combination of CD and VC, f = 8.6cm,<r, - 7.4cm,ii.r ^ 
3.5, andifSf = 15. /£ (?) = 1.4, while /|(j») = 12, indicating that uncertainty in the 
curvature in the fit dominates the extrapolation error. This uncertainty arises 
primarily from the small maximum radius, 45 cm, of the MAC CD; the vertex 
resolution decreases as the square of this radius. The first term in [3.2] predicts 
a vertex resolution of 72 pm for 45(tin resolution in the VC. In the second term 
<7p depends on the angle of the track with respect to the beam axis, but was 
typically 65/tm-GeV/c. 

The resolution in impact parameter was measured with Bhabha scattering 
events. Ideally, the opposing electron tracks would have equal and opposite im
pact parameters. Figure 20 shews the sum of the measured impact parameters. 
The distribution is very g&ussian, with fitted a of 124;tm, This indicates a reso
lution c„ = J24/V2* = itfita in impact parameter. Constraint of the momentum 
leads to «r„ = 52 pm. 

The effective spatial resolution in the VC degraded to *s 70/im in multih&dron 
events. The primary source of this degradation was the misnssociation of hits 
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Figure St Vertex Rewlotfoh in Mmlttliadron Event*. Theu dita dhow the dittaace cf 
ctoaett approach of track* with mpect to two estimate* of .the e+tf~ asni-
iflatios point, lfi (be plot on tilt itft, the estimate ii the beam cestreid, at 
determined in Bhabh* tcatterini «v»U. The fit i* to a Student** ( dutribu. 
tion, with a = 306 pm and aiymptotit power 1.9 deicribiAg the talk, In the 
plot or ifce right, the 'average vertex' ww <w*ed; the fit ytelda <r «• 210 jira 
and power 1-5. 

with tracks in the dense environment of a multihadron event. Hits in adjacent 
cells due to knock-on electrons probably caused some confusion as well. 

The resolution in extrapolated distance of closest approach, or Impact pa
rameter, in multihadron events is given in Figure 21. Tracks with: 1) 3 or more 
hits in the VC; 2)7 or more hits in the CDj and 3) momenta > SOOMeVVe were 
used. The first plot makes use of the beam centroid, as determined from Bhabha 
scattering events on a rua-by-rtm basis, The resolution in this ease Is dominated 
by the size of the beam itself, which we measured to have ot = 350 am and 
a* = 70/tfn. For the second plot, an improved estimate of the e +e" annihila
tion location, the 'average vertex,1 was made on an event by event basis, These 
data Indicate a vertex resolution of 210 ̂ m, of which 110 ptm was due to multiple 
coulomb scattering. 

Figure 22 exhibits the tracks and VC hits in a typical multihadron event 
This event is in no way unusual in complexity or lack of noise. 
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Figure £S A Typical Multihbdron Event in th« VG. Each email circle u tL« contour 
of court ant drift distance found from tl« drift time measured in that «11. 
Solid circle* indicate the hit was. unVed. to a track; (lotted indicate it wa not. 
Tr*cl» thonld be tangent to th« •mall circles. Th« inni-rmost small circlet 
lepreMSt the beam pipe, the out<raio*l th« «ut«r chamber wall and inner 
vttt of Its CD. 

B-LIFETIME MEASUREMENT 

Event selection Wecal(ected 94pb~' of integrated luminosity, all at yf$ = 29GeV, 
with the vertex chamber in place. This provided a sample of 44,000 roultihadron 
events. We enrich a multihadron subsample in events from bl production by 
requiring a lepton with p > 2GeV and pi > 1.5<SflV, where pi was taken with 
respect to the calorimetric thrust axis." The thrust axis is required to be > 30" 
from the beam direction, and the thrust is required to exceed 0.72 to ensure that 
the axhi IB well measured. 
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A detailed description of the ^ A C detector can be found elsewhere! 3 , 1 5 Sub
stantial improvements in the MAC muon identification have heen made. MAC 
features an excellent system of external drift chambers to measure the exit di
rection of muons from the calorimeters. The steel in the hadronic calorimeters 
is toroidally magnetized, yielding a muon momentum measurement in addition 
to that provided by the central tracking inside our solenoid. We used the re
dundancy of the MAC systems to understand and improve our efficiencies and 
misidentifieation probabilities. The resulting oS-enriched subsample tagged with 
muons contains 117 events for data taken with the VC. We have also reanalyzed 
the 101,000 multihadron events from 220pb - 1 of integrated luminosity accumu
lated prior to installation of the VC, and find 3S6 muon-tagged events. 

We perform electron identification with the central electromagnetic calorime
ter of MAC, and find 35 electron-tagged events in the data taken with the VC, 
and 74 in the data taken prior to VC installation. The electron sample is smaller 
than the muon sample due to smaller acceptance, and due to lower efficiency 
within that acceptance. A cut to reduce background from 27 processes has been 
introduced thai was not present in MAC's earlier ^-lifetime analyses. 

We estimate from Monte-Carlo and detector simulation studies that the 
events in the lepton tagged sample are 60% from 65-production, 22% frcm cl-
production, and 18% from light quark production. 

Lifetime Measurement 
We use all tracks of sufficient measurement quality to estimate the U-hadron 

lifetime; previously, only the lepton tracks were employed. The quality cuts are: 
l)p > O.SGeV; 2)number of CD hits > 7; and 3)number of VC hits > 6, in data 
where the VC was present. In the data with the VC, 4.4 tracks/event pass these 
criteria; in previous data, 6.3 tracks/event pass. 

The signed impact parameter of tracks with respect to a point that estimates 
the bb production location is used to measure lifetime. The situation is exhibited 
in Figure 24. Since the signature of a non-zero lifetime is an average posfdW 
impact parameter, the sign convention is crucial. We use the calorimetric thrust 
axis to estimate the line of travel of the decaying parent; we assign an impact 
parameter a positive sign if it appears that the parent flew along the thrust axis 
into the hemisphere containing the track. This sign is uncorrected with the sign 
conventions a host of systematic errors would provide. 

Previously, we used the beam ccntroid, as determined from Bhabha scattering 
events, as our estimate of the bb production location. However, after addition of 
the VC, our resolution at the vertex is smaller than the beam, which we measure 
to have a half-width of 350/im in the horizontal and 70fim in the vertical. So, 
we have devised a method to improve our estimate of the 65 production location 
on an event-by-event basis. Within each lepton-tagged event, we separate the N 
tracks that pass the quality cuts into N - 1 tracks which we then use to make a 
better estimate of the 66 production location, and a track for which we measure 
the impact parameter. The improved estimate of the 65 production location,-or 
average vertex, is that point which maximizes a likelihood function constructed to 
represent the assumption that the N - 1 tracks came from a common point, an? 
that point came from the beam. We assume the log-likelihood is parabolic, and 
take the weights from the covariancc matrix of the track fits, and the horizontal 
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Figurt &i Impact Parameter and Sign Definition*- W e use the thrust axis to Estimate 
the parent direction; if it appears that the parent flew forward along the 
thruic i t is, then decayed, we assign i > 0. This diagram i* a projection 
in the plan* perpendicular to the beam; if thr thrust axis and track hive 
no component! along the beam direction, S > 0 in this diagram. Negative 
impact parameter* result most often from extrapolation error, but t in result 
from backward decays. 

and vertical beam size. We omit the track providing an impaci parameter to 
avoid statistical correlations; we then loop over all quality tracks in the event, in 
turn omitting and defining a new average vertex for each track. The improvement 
yielded by the average vertex procedure was shown in Figure 23; the vertex 
resolution improves by some 50% compared to use of the beam centroid. 

Tracks that are near the thrust axis in azimuth provide little information on 
non-zero parent flight paths, and are subject to sign errors induced by the error 
in thrjist axis direction. Therefore, we cut tracks closer than O.2/[5in(0f)| radians 
in azimuth to the thrust axis, where $t is the polar tngle of the thrust axis with 
respect to the bea.m axis. This leaves 2.9 tracks/event in the data taken with the 
VC, or a total of 441 tracks; 3.8 tracks/event, or 1558 tracks remain in the data 
set without tha VC. The impact parameter distributions of these data are given 
in Figure 25. 

We use the trimmed mean of the impact-parameter distribution as a ro
bust estimator of the lifetime!7 The trimmed mean is defined as the mean of a 
distribution where fractions f, in the tails, have been symmetri'taHy removed. 
This estimator is robust in the sense that tails of the resolution function do not 
compromise the statistical precision of the estimator and in the sense that ihe 
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A'jure tS Signed Impact Parameter Distributions, (a) 1558 trackt in lepton tagged 
«vcrttt fromt the 220 pb" 1 taken prior to installation of the VC. (b) 441 
tracks in lepton tagged events taken in the 94 pb~* accumulated with lli: 
VC, Not just the lepton tracks, but all tracks passing criteria described in 
the text are included. Both distributions show clear offsets from 0, and the 
VC data (how an exponential-W" tail. 

trimmed mean, for a given lifetime, is insensitive to the shape of th« distribution 
function. The statistical efficiency of the trimmed mean is be very near to that 
provided by a maximum likelihood fit, but the systematic error do to ignoranci 
of the resolution function is substantially less than for a maximum likelihood fit. 
We find good statistical efficiency for / = 0.1, although the efficiency is insen
sitive to / between 0.05 and 0.25. For the data taken with the VC, we find & 
trimmed mean of 329 ± 19/itn, and 154 ± 26^m for previous data. The fraction 
/ was 0,1 in both cases, 

Wc determine lifetimes using our Monte Carlo event generator and detector 
simulation. Because bb events have higher multiplicity than light quark events, 
the track fractions differ from the event fractions: we find that 70% of the tracks 
come from 65 production; 16% from eE production, and 1-1% from light quark 
production. 

The B lifetime determined from the data taken with the VC is ih = L35 i 
0.30(*tct)ps. Data taken prior to VC installation gives T 4 = 1.24 ± 0.29(dtat) pe. 
All electron tagged data yield rj = 0.92 ± 0.35(sraf)ps, while ati muon tagged 
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yield rt — 1.30 ± Q.25(e*c*}ps. The combined result is r* = 1.29 ± 0.20(sfaf) ps. 
The dominant systematic er*w arises from uncertainty in how many tracks 

are produced in the primary hauromzation of the &-quark; this arises primarily 
from the uncertainty in the mean faction of the beam energy retained by the 
B-hadron. Taking this fraction to be 0.78 ±0.05'* indicates a ±10% uncertainty 
in the Vifetime. This uncertainty is dominantly multiplicative, it does not de
grade the statistical significance of the result. Other systematic uncertainties 
are discussed in (19). Our final combined result is r& = [1.29 ± D.20(stat.) ± 

'O.07(syst.)ps] x (1.00 ±0.15), where the lust factor is the systematic multiplica
tive uncertainty. This value is in agreement with the world average from PEP 
and PETRA detectors, rt = 1.26±0.16ps, wher« statistical and systematic errors 
have been combined in quadrature. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The MAC vertex chamber, built of aluminized mylar proportional tubes, or 
straws, has achieved a spatial resolution of 35 ̂ m, operated reliably in a region 
very close to colliding beams, and provided good data used to measure the B-
hadron lifetime. The motivations and design considerations for this chamber 
have been reviewed, as has its performance and use for physics results. The 
attributes of this type of chamber make it an attractive option for use in high 
energy had ran colliders, such as the ELOISATHON. 
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APPENDIX: TRACKING PARAMETERIZATION 

Five parameters describe the helical trajectory or charged particles in the 
axial magnetic field of MAC. Three of these describe the circular projection of 
the trajectory in the plane perpendicular to the beam axtst *c, the reciprocal of 
the radiuB of curvatuie; So the (signed) distance of closest approach of the circle 
to the geometric center of the MAC coordinate system; and 4>o- the azimuth of 
the trajectory at closest approach. The sign of 6$ is determined from the cross 
product of the direction of the particle trajectory at closest approach taken with 
the direction from the geometric center to the point of closest approach. Figure 26 
exhibits the the definition of JC, 6Q, and ^Q. The remaining two parameters 
describe the particle tiajectoiy out or the plane perpendicular to the beam, fl is 
the angle with respect to the beam axis of the trajectory, and 20 its intercept with 
the axis, viewed along the azimuth containing the distance of closest approach. 

In the MAC track fitting routines, multiple coulomb scattering is described 
by 'kicks' at the radii of matter concentrations, such as the boundary between 
the VC and CD. Several k»;k angles are fit, but with a constraint by the r.m.s. 
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/Yjjiirt ee Parameter* Describing * Particle Trajectory. The figure if in the plane per-
pendicuJai toih*fe«Tu. Tbt oiUrci-tlttchtmitkilly rtpttwatt ifcouudarj 
in the drift thamber pytlem. JQ U givra * »ign lined upon the crow product 
of a vector pointing along thir particle trajectory taken with a vector from 
the geometric center to the perihelion of the trajectory. 

angle predicted by multiple coulomb scattering. This procedure quite naturally 
incorporates errors from multiple coulomb scattering into the covariance matrix 
of K, $o,<t>o,9, and ZQ. 
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turer, or otherwise does not necessarily consti'.ute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


